
 Note:The technical data are subject to change without notice. 

PIXAPROPIXAPRO

Table-Top LED Light

Warning and Notes

1. The MOBI LED is best used in a dry and well-ventilated environment.

2. Please DO NOT expose to rain or moisture, to avoid short-circuit.

3. Please DO NOT use with power-adapters not designed specifically with the MOBI LED.

4. It’s normal the MOBI LED to get a little warm whilst in operation.

5. Please avoid any sudden shocks during transportation and/or installation, as impact damage

may cause deformation and damage to the light.

6. Please DO NOT look directly into the light whilst light is on.

7. Please DO NOT place the light near flammable substances, such as alcohol or gasoline or

other volatile solvents.

8. Please use the soft dry cloth to clean the light. You can wipe with a cloth with some neutral

detergent to remove difficult to remove stains, and then dry with a soft cloth.

9. Keep the light out of reach from children.

10. DO NOT attempt to repair light. If your MOBI LED develops a fault, as doing so will VOID

your warranty. Please contact us at customerservice@essentialphoto.co.uk.

11. DO NOT dismantle the head unit unless work is carried out by a qualified technician.

Dismantling your MOBI LED will VOID your warranty.

12. ENSURE the device is properly disconnected the power supply when the light is not in use,
before mounting or during maintenance



Product Information Overview

PIXAPRO PIXAPRO

Model Parameter List
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4 The external power cord
Telescopic Stand
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Power Switch
Three dimming buttons

66Vents

Fastening screws

Bracket interlocking profile

Base Bracket    Foldable Base

Vents

Fastening screws

Telescopic Stand
According to their needs, can adjust the height of the stand

The external power cord

Bracket interlocking profile

Power Switch 

Base Bracket

Foldable Base

Phantom series LED studio light, The LED light panel is suitable for both video recording and 

photography. This medium-sized continuous LED light source, is portable for outdoor use, and can 

also be handheld or supported by a tripod.

The MOBI LED is stylish and portable ultra-thin led light. Quick and easy to set-up with a 
user-freindly interface. It features a built-in white diffuser, which produces a soft-diffused quality 
of light with amazing brightness. Excellent CRI of 90+, and Daylight-Balanced to 5600K. 
This light is Ideal table-top photography or video with small products.

Model

Output Power

Luminous Flux

Color Temperature

Light Source

Power supply

MOBI LED

22W

2600LM

5600K

AC100-240V 50/60Hz

0.2W High Brightness LED




